
Topic:Once upon a time…
Nursery's Autumn 2 highlights!



Autumn leaf detectives

Children used the lightbox to investigate the 
autumn leaves we found outside school. Some 

children decided to trace around the leaves using 
tracing paper!



Autumn inspired 
cooking: children 
made mud hot 

chocolate, 
autumn soup 
and autumn 

coffee



We used our fingers to print Autumn leaves onto our tree template 
– this helped us remember the colours associated with autumn!



Presenting to our friends

Cress project: Nursery presented 
their cress project to their friends 
and talked about how they grew 

their cress. 

Freddy the teddy: each week someone takes 
Freddy the teddy home and presents to their 
class all the wonderful things they did with 

their new friend at home.



Autumn crowns AM



Autumn crowns PM



Crime Scene!

Nursery went outdoors only to stumble upon a crime scene! Some 
children decided to investigate and become detectives and others 

decided to help the poor teddy that was hurt and became doctors and 
nurses!



Handa’s Surprise!

Children were provided with a variety of life-like 
fruit and veg from the story ‘Handa’s surprise’ 

and painted them using only their fingers!

Children were given 2 colours (red and yellow) to 
create an African sunset and observe how the 2 
colours mix together different shades of orange.

Some children decided to go off and 
independently read Handa’s surprise (with 

excellent recall!)

We created East African necklaces using paper 
plates and paint and used lots of vibrant colours 

to decorate and create patterns with!



Who goes trip trap over my bridge?!

We split children into 2 teams (team A and team B) and provided them with construction blocks and asked 
children to construct a bridge for the three billy goats gruff to cross to get to the other side of the river. We 

encouraged the groups to think about and discuss the factors they will need to take into account when building 
the bridge and if they have any ideas about how to build a strong bridge – they all demonstrated excellent 

teamwork skills! Team A won!!! (First picture)



Autumn Walk

Kicking and stepping on autumn 
leaves to hear the crunch!

Throwing autumn leaves in the 
air!

Climbing up the treehouse to get 
a better view of Heston park!



Exploring Heston Park



Pyjama Party (AM)!!!

Ustadha can you see me??!! Rhyming chairs! Colouring station!



Campfire AM!





Pyjama Party PM!!!

Throwing balloons in the air! Ustadha I’m sipping the hot 
chocolate!

We turned the lights off in our 
class and used sensory strobe 

lights to create a blue sky on our 
ceiling!



Campfire PM!!!





We really encourage parents to share their child’s 
learning from home via tapestry. This half term we 

have stand out parents who shared their child’s 
learning throughout this half term. You also give your 
child the opportunity to present their home learning 

to friends.
A massive jazaakumullaahu Khairan to…

Umm Ayah, Umm Hiba and Umm Muhammad K! 
You are this half terms Home Learning Winners!


